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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
JUAN GOMEZ TAGLE ACCEPTS NEW PROGRAM MANAGEMENT ROLE FOR BURNS & 

McDONNELL IN MEXICO CITY 
 

MEXICO CITY, Mexico — Juan Gomez Tagle has joined the Mexico City–based team at Burns & 

McDonnell to lead development and implementation of the office’s program management efforts. With 

the recent growth of the firm’s Mexico City office, including the location’s exciting new addition of its 

Construction Group and engineer-procure-construct capabilities, Gomez Tagle will be essential in 

managing these new developments while traveling between Mexico and the U.S.  

Burns & McDonnell has a long history of supporting projects in Mexico, and now with the addition of 

Gomez Tagle’s skills and experience, and the capabilities of the Construction Group, the Mexico City 

office can provide expanded services for projects in the country while also focusing on program 

management offerings for projects in the U.S. An important local target would be the remaining major 

projects still in development by the Federal Electricity Commission under the administration of Rocio 

Nahle Garcia, Secretary of Energy, and President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador. 

Prior to transitioning to the Mexico City office, Gomez Tagle spent over 25 years in the engineering, 

procurement and construction management (EPCM) industry in various leadership roles. Most recently, 

he wrapped up eight years with AZCO, a Burns & McDonnell subsidiary, serving as director of program 

management and project controls.  

“Juan is certainly a welcomed addition to our growing team,” says Eduardo Andrade, general director for 

Burns & McDonnell in Mexico. “His 25 years of leadership skills and EPCM construction experience will 

help us increase our service offerings throughout Mexico and the U.S.” 

As the Mexico City office continues to grow and expand its service offerings, career opportunities are 

rapidly increasing to meet the demand.  

### 

About Burns & McDonnell 

Burns & McDonnell is a family of companies bringing together an unmatched team of 10,000 engineers, 
construction and craft professionals, architects, and more to design and build our critical infrastructure. 
With an integrated construction and design mindset, we offer full-service capabilities. Founded in 1898 

https://hubs.li/Q01c71CS0
https://hubs.li/Q01gBc3q0
https://hubs.li/Q01gBchY0


and working from more than 60 offices globally, Burns & McDonnell is 100% employee-owned. Learn 
how we are designed to build. 
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